Discussion Group P2/T2: Couplings and Alignment

Leaders:

- Thomas Davidson (Linde, LLC)
- Terry Roehm (Marathon Oil Company)
- Morgan M. Bruck (HMIC LLC)
- Chris Rackham (John Crane Flexibox)
- Mark Oneil (Altra Couplings)

Suggested Topics:

- Coupling guard design
- Shaft alignment and tolerances
- Balancing methods
- Coupling selection and specifications
- Shaft alignment methods
- Thermal growth considerations
- Application of optical alignment
- Hub/shaft fits and keys
- Coupling types and applications
- Startup problems
- 8th Edition recommendations
- Allowable nozzle loads
- Warmup piping procedures
- Case deflection, temperature, and pressure
- Piping alignment
- Pipestrain